Quiz #3 will consist of 15 multiple-choice questions worth 2 points apiece, identification/short answer questions worth a total of 10 points and 1 essay question worth 10 points.

**Multiple-Choice/Identification:** Following is the information you need to know for the multiple choice and identification/short-answer questions:

**Chapter 9: Developing Cross-Cultural Competence:**
Culture (definition)
Major Differences in Cultural Values (be able to identify and explain)
Barriers to Good Cross-Cultural Relations (identify and explain)

**Chapter 10: Choosing a Career and Developing a Portfolio**
Career (definition)
Methods for Choosing a Career (be able to name and explain)
  * Strong Interest Inventory (be able to explain)
Finding Information Regarding Occupations (name and explain)
Suggestions for Career Preparation (name and explain)

**Chapter 11: Conducting a Job Search**
Considerations Before Beginning a Job Search
Job Finding Methods (name and explain)
Cover Letters (define two types)
Resumes (define 3 types)
Job Interviews (name and explain suggestions)
Psychological Testing (name and define the different types of tests)

**Essay:** Following is the information you need to know for the essay question.

Chapter 9: Be able to identify and **discuss** five of the **approaches** to improving cross-cultural relations.